
 

Release Notes for 7.0.2063 

Feature Type Comments Settings Required Changes 

Activity Log Fix Pickup and detail screens were getting a runtime 
error if a prompt was left up for a certain time while 
entering the screen (e.g. the prompt for customer 
information verification or the prompt for 
route/counter selection).  

  

AR Fix CCOF/ACH payments applied in the Statement 
Wizard will now include statement discounts in the 
payment amount calculation.  

  

Assisted 
Assembly 

New Feature As a SPOT user I would like to use boxes at assisted 
assembly for restoration jobs 
The Assisted Assembly function now supports a 
"Restoration Mode". This activates features to 
expedite the assembly of restoration orders, 
specifically enabling the drawing of items from 
multiple source orders (voiding those as they 
empty). 
 
When a "Restoration Mode" option is enabled in the 
Assisted Assembly profile, the user may now remove 
an item from a new order during assembly by 
scanning that item twice in a row. 

Added to the Assisted Assembly Profile a 
new setting called "Restoration Mode". 
Options are "Disabled" (default, function 
operates as before), "Orders by Room" 
(new orders are created by Room only), 
"Orders by Room/Dept Group" (new 
orders are created by Room & Dept 
Group), "Orders by Room/Room Location" 
(new orders are created by Room and 
location within the room, or description), 
and finally "Orders by 
Room/Location/Dept Group", which 
causes new orders to be created by all of 
the above. An order equates to a box. 
 

 

Email Change Tender descriptions in email receipts are now more 
descriptive.  

  

Email Change The default email receipt template now uses the 
more versatile word "transaction" instead of 
"payment."  

  

Email Fix Menu->Email->Order Status Notifications was not 
honoring Store Settings->Search/Lookup Settings-
>All Stores Lookup Selection. SPOT now restricts 
order notifications to this list if it is set (note: Enable 
All Stores Lookup Selection must also be checked). 

  

Email Addition to 
Existing 

As a SPOT user, I would like additional options on 
printing and emailing receipts 

  



Feature The prompt for e-mail/printed receipt now includes 
an option for no receipt at all; it also allows clerks to 
ask the customer for an e-mail address if one is not 
on file.  

General Fix Clerks were sometimes getting an "Invoice error 6" 
when detailing a Priced Quick order.  

  

General Change The "Invalid Order" message that appears in Order 
Pickup when an invalid order has been scanned now 
will not be dismissed with the Enter key (i.e., 
another invoice scan).  

  

General Fix When Hierarchical group security is enabled, some 
users could not access Tools->Users,Groups,Rights - 
SPOT would go into an infinite loop requiring it to be 
closed. 

  

HSL Fix HSL scan at markin was not adding the item to the 
invoice if store settings were not first resaved 
(occurred only in early versions of 7.0.2002)  

  

Localities Fix Associating HSLs to an invoice with a large number 
of combined like items was resulting in an invoice 
save error 27.  

  

Marketing Change Updated description for "Disable Marketing 
Incentives" on the route settings. This setting 
disables marketing incentives for orders through the 
route posting screen but not through the pickup 
screen.   

  

Marketing Fix SPOT now honors the signup cutoff threshold for a 
Bounceback Marketing Incentive.  

  

Marketing Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user I would like to expire least-used 
department bounceback incentives 
Added Expiration Cutoff (in days) to "Least-Used 
Department Group" Marketing Incentive  

Company->Marketing Incentives-
>Marketing Incentive Profiles->Type 1 
Incentive. 

 

Markin Fix SPOT will now display upcharge amounts defined 
with more than two decimal places.  

  

Markin Fix As a SPOT user, I would like item view count 
increases to decrement/increment priced quick 
items 
Quantity changes made in Item View or the use of 
the Clear Item button while detailing Priced Quicks 
will now reconcile the Priced Quick items properly, 
adjusting quantities and restoring the Priced Quick 

  



items to the invoice if necessary.  

Pickup Fix If "Store Settings > Cashier Settings > Non-Cash 
Payment Adjustment" was pointing to a pre-tax 
taxable adjustment, the tax was not included in the 
extra amount paid.  

  

Pickup Fix There was sometimes a penny rounding error on 
payments when using taxable non-cash payment 
surcharge adjustments.  

  

Pickup Fix Cash tender was defaulting to the amount due 
instead of requiring the clerk to enter the amount of 
cash taken.  

  

Pickup Change As a SPOT user, I would like to be prompted to 
pickup orders after I have prepaid the priced quick 
orders 
The prepay screen will now prompt to pickup ready 
orders after the prepay operation has finished if 
forced prepay of Priced Quick orders is turned on.  

  

Printing Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Added new default Eltron invoice template that uses 
Windows based fonts to improve printing speed.   

  

Quick Fix Keyboard markin screen was mistakently reporting a 
piece count mismatch when detailing some Priced 
Quick orders.  

  

Quick Fix Type 5 coupons were not working with the Priced 
Quick screen. 

  

Reports Fix Email presentations sent from a report on a Quick 
Report tab were getting an error attempting to 
insert a CRM record.  

  

Reports Fix Restoration reports were no longer using archived 
data even if the selected dates required it.  

  

Reports Fix "Credit Card Transactions" report now will include 
archive data if requested.  

  

Reports Change Reports Gallery now shows a link to the Reports 
Browser web site.  

  

Reports Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user I would like direct access to the 
SPOT Reports Browser from reports gallery 
Added Link to SPOT Reports Browser to Reports 
Gallery.  

  

Reports Fix Reports Gallery>Route>Route Discounts & Route   



Customer Sales - Fixed an issue where if multiple 
stores are selected the report would not return any 
results.   

Reports Fix Reports Gallery>Route>Route Conversions - 
Reduced time taken to generate report and fixed an 
issue where customers may be excluded from the 
report in certain situations.  

  

Search Fix Customer records with an empty, non-null ClientVT 
value in the database will now be properly retrieved.  

  

Search Change Customer search screen now shows "Send 
EMail/SMS" instead of "Send Email" and performs 
an initial check to see whether or not there is a valid 
email/sms target to which to send.  

  

Search Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Created new alerts and searches to show how many 
and which priced quicks have not yet been detailed.   

  

 

 


